
ESE 101: Homework 5 solutions

1. (a) (2 pts) See Figure 1. The tropopause is the level where temper-
ature no longer decreases with height. In our idealized case, it is
the level where temperature first becomes constant with height.
It arises because two regimes intersect at this level. Above the
tropopause, we have the stratosphere that is optically thin and in
radiative equilibrium. Below the tropopause, we have the tropo-
sphere where convection occurs to maintain a lapse rate of 6.5 K
km−1.

Greenhouse effect (again)

Figure 1: Schematic of the greenhouse effect temperature profiles. Blue is
the original temperature profile, and red is when the greenhouse gas concen-
tration is increased. Ht is the tropopause height, He is the emission height
at temperature Te. From Schneider (2016) Figure 6.1.

(b) (3 pts) The level of peak infrared emission/absorption is where the
optical depth τ = 1. See the derivation in Homework 3 solutions.
We get

He = Hln(
pskabsMa

g
),
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where H =
RT

g
= 7.6 km is the scale height, kabs is the absorption

cross section of infrared absorbers, and Ma is the mass fraction of
the infrared absorbers. There is a logarithmic dependence on the
absorber concentration for the emission height.

(c) (3 pts)

∆He = H

[
ln

(
pskabsnMa

g

)
− ln

(
pskabsMa

g

)]
= Hln(n)

∆Ts = ∆HeΓ

Where n is the fractional change of the absorber concentration.

If the concentration is doubled, n = 2, ∆He = 7.6 km×ln(2) =
5.3 km, ∆Ts = 5.3 km×6.5 K/km = 34 K. If the concentration
is quadrupled, n = 4, ∆He = 7.6 km×ln(4) = 10.6 km, and
∆Ts = 10.6 km×6.5 K/km = 69 K.

(Obviously, these changes in emission height and surface temper-
ature are way too big compared to the real atmosphere. Keep
in mind is that in the real atmosphere, the most potent infrared
absorber water vapor is not well-mixed, but has a bottom heavy
profile.)

(d) (2 pts) Because the effective temperature Te is independent of
the absorber concentration, the stratospheric temperature remains
the same. Therefore, the tropopause height change is identical
to the emission height change. If the concentration is doubled,
∆Ht = 5.3 km. If the concentration is quadrupled, ∆Ht = 10.6
km.

2. (a) (4 pts) By definition, we can decompose any variable into its time
mean and variation from time mean (transient eddies).

v = v + v′ (1)

E = E + E ′ (2)

Same applies for taking the zonal average.

v = [v] + v∗ (3)

E = [E] + E∗ (4)
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Now let’s decompose a flux term vE into time mean and transient
eddies.

vE = (v + v′)(E + E ′)

= vE + vE ′ + v′E + v′E ′

taking time average of the entire equation,

vE = vE + vE ′ + v′E + v′E ′

= vE + vE ′ + v′E + v′E ′

By definition, any time mean of transient eddies is zero, i.e. v′ =
E ′ = 0. Then the above equation reduces to

vE = vE + v′E ′ (5)

We can apply the same derivation for taking the zonal average,
keep in mind that [v∗] = [E∗] = 0. Thus we can recover

[vE] = [v][E] + [v∗E∗] (6)

Any time mean term can be decomposed into a zonal mean com-
ponent and a stationary eddy component,

v = [v] + v∗ (7)

E = [E] + E
∗

(8)

We can use these to get the zonal-mean time-mean of the energy
flux. First, we take the zonal average of (5),

[vE] = [vE] + [v′E ′] (9)

The first term on the right hand side can be further expanded
using (7) and (8),

[vE] = [([v] + v∗)([E] + E
∗
)]

= [v][E] + [v][E
∗
] + [E][v∗] + [v∗E

∗
]

= [v][E] + [v∗E
∗
]
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Plug this back into (9), we have

[vE] = [v][E] + [v∗E
∗
] + [v′E ′] (10)

This decomposition is applicable when the time scale of the av-
erage is much longer than the eddy time scale. Also to be exact,
the averaging period should be periodic, which is true for zonal
mean. For time mean, it is not always true.

(b) (1 pt) The three terms on the right hand side represent the mean
circulations, stationary eddies, and transient eddies. For example,
ithe mean circulation represents the mean meridional circulation.
The stationary eddies represent the planetary waves. The tran-
sient eddies represent the weather systems (mid-latitude cyclones
and anticyclones).
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